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ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Unfortunately family has to rehome Felicia due to child 

being highly allergic\n\nShes ten years old (6/2012) and 

was adopted from BARCS in February 2013.\n\nShes a very 

loving cat, a little wary of new people but then loves 

attention and affection once shes settled in. Shes not as 

playful as she used to be, more a lap cat, but still in good 

health\n\nShe lives with other cats and a young child but 

has not been around dogs. Her owner thinks she would just 

try to avoid dogs or kids. "No idea how she would do with 

dogs, but probably avoidant. Same with younger kids, shes 

learned to run from my 4 year old. Never ever defensive or 

aggressive, even when cornered by him, just always does 

everything she can to get out of there as quickly as she 

can. She is fixed, got her rabies shot about 18-24 months 

ago and will be up to date before rehoming"\n\nContact 

Dann Malihom at dann.malihom@gmail.com if you want to 

meet Felicia.\n\nDisclaimer: AAHA provides complimentary 

listings for members of the community who wish to 

rehome their pet, as well as for other shelters/ rescues to 

assist them in finding Furever homes. Courtesy posted 

pets are not affiliated with AAHA rescue. Unfortunately, 

there is not enough space or resources to admit every 

animal to our rescue that needs a furever home. But, we 

still want to help those in need along their journey! By 

courtesy posting, we are offering our website/network as 

an additional outlet to help an owner or rescue gain 

additional exposure for the animal they are trying to place. 

AAHA can make no representation about courtesy posted 

pets including the health or suitability for adoption and 

accepts no liability in this exchange. Arrangements for 

adoptions are made between the Caretaker of the pet and 

the potential Adopter.
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